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Abstract

We have developed a pipelined data acquisition (DAQ) system for \( \mu \)SR experiments at J-PARC. From this September, the J-PARC accelerator starts the beam delivery to the muon sources and the first \( \mu \)SR experiment will be in operation. When fully operable, the muon beam intensity delivered at the Muon Experiment Facility would be two or three orders of magnitude greater than that of the Muon Science Laboratory (KEK-MSL). This condition forces us to replace the detector and the DAQ system and the new DAQ system must fit the framework for the run automation at J-PARC. We have developed new DAQ system for that purpose, this will be used in the first experiment and ready to coming new \( \mu \)SR detector for the full operation of the accelerator.
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1. Introduction

The High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) and the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) have cooperatively started the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC). The J-PARC will be used for researches of particle physics, nuclear physics, material science, life science and nuclear technology. The accelerator already started delivering a proton beam to neutron sources and will start to muon sources from this autumn [1]. The expected intensity of the muon beam is two or three orders of magnitude higher than that of KEK Muon Science Laboratory (KEK-MSL). This intensive beam will bring high multiplicity of the detector and \( \mu \)SR experiments in J-PARC will encounter a new problem that did not exist in KEK-MSL.

2. \( \mu \)SR experiments in J-PARC

From autumn 2008, J-PARC will begin beam delivery to the MUon Science Establishment (MUSE). When the accelerator provides a proton beam in the full operation, the intensity of the muon beam in MUSE will be two or three orders higher than that of KEK-MSL. This high intensity brings the extreme high multiplicity in the detector and we have to replace both of the detector and the data acquisition (DAQ) system.
The spectrometer of \( \mu \)SR experiments consists of segmented scintillators to detect positrons from the \( \mu^+ \) decay. Using pulsed muon beam, the spectrometer must observe many \( \mu^+ \) decays from one bunch. The DAQ system uses a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) to measure the time spectrum of the decay events, and this TDC must equip the multi-hit functionality. The segmentation number of the spectrometer in the KEK-MSL is 64 and the DAQ system used CAMAC-TDC, LeCroy 3377 which has a hit buffer of up to 16 hits for each channel. The multiplicity was about 5 hits per pulse. The double pulse resolution of the DAQ system is about 20 ns which is limited by the CAMAC discriminator.

The precise measurement of the time spectrum requires the fine double pulse resolution and the deep buffer to hold multi-hit in the TDC. If either of them is insufficient, several hits will be missed and the observed time spectrum will be distorted. A more intensive beam makes higher multiplicity and make it harder to prevent the distortion.

If we rebuild the spectrometer with more finer segmentation, the multiplicity becomes lower and the distortion problem will be solved. But if we solve the distortion only by the finer segmentation, the segmentation number will be 64000 and almost impossible. On the other hand, if we solve the problem only by the DAQ system replacement, it must equip the buffer for 5000 hits per channel and 20 ps double pulse resolution. This is also impossible.

Therefore our upgrade plan of the spectrometer is that, the segmentation number is up to 2000, the double pulse resolution and the time resolution are better than 1 ns, and the sufficient buffer depth in the TDC. The expected multiplicity is about 160 hits per channel under the 2000 segmented spectrometer.

### 3. COPPER system

As there is no commercially available TDC that has the buffer for 160 hits per channel, we decided to supersede the CAMAC system using the “COmmon Platform for Pipelined Electronics Readout (COPPER)”, which was designed by KEK [2]. Fig.1 shows the components of the COPPER system. A COPPER board consists of a 9U size base board, four digitizer mezzanine cards, a trigger receiver and one processor module that is standardized as a PrPMC (IEEE P1368 VITA32). The Linux operating system runs on this processor module, reads data from digitizer cards and send to another computer via a network. The form factor of the base board is a 9U VME, but the data transmission does not use the VME bus but the network. The base board equips a FastEthernet for the data transmission. The dead-time of the COPPER system is defined as the data transmission time from pipeline on the digitizer card to the buffer on the base board that is 23 ns per words.

The first COPPER system is installed in the DAQ system of the Belle experiment at KEK and already the COPPER-TDC is developed for that is available. But the buffer depth of the TDC module is 256 hits and this hit buffer is shared by 24 channels. This depth maybe insufficient for our requirement and we newly developed the TDC mezzanine card that has the sufficient buffer depth.

### 4. Experiment

#### 4.1. COPPER applicability

In the first step, we tested the applicability of the COPPER system to the \( \mu \)SR experiment. 

At 2006 winter, we installed the COPPER system with existing TDC modules in the readout system of the detector Advanced Riken General purpose nUsr Spectrometer (ARGUS) [4] at the RIKENRAL Muon Facility [5] of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK. At present, this facility provides the strongest pulsed \( \mu \) beam in the world. The DAQ system for ARGUS and KEK-MSL are similar.

The existing TDC module was originally developed for the Belle experiment. The LSB is 780 ps, the time resolution is 0.54 LSB and the buffer depth is 256 hits for 24 channels [3]. This performance but the buffer depth is sufficient for the \( \mu \)SR experiments.

Using this COPPER system, we measured the time spectrum and the multiplicity of \( \mu \)-e decay with
the silver plate target under the 500 G magnet field. In this test, the collimator is fully opened to get the maximum multiplicity. The maximum occupancy of the hit buffer is about 150 hits per bunch (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. The multiplicity in a single channel and the occupancy of the hit buffer that is shared by 24 input channels. The depth of the hit buffer is 256 and no hits were lost in this test experiment.

4.2. New TDC module development

The $\mu$ beam magnitude of the RIKEN-RAL is 50 times smaller than that of the full operation of the J-PARC and the buffer depth of the existing TDC is almost insufficient for our requirement. In the case of other commercial TDCs such as VME V1290 by CAEN, it uses HPTDC developed by CERN which hit buffer is shared by 16 $\sim$ 32 channels and the depth is 256 or 512 hits and insufficient.

Therefore we have developed new TDC module that has sufficient buffer size, 160 hits per channel at least. Our new TDC module equips one Xilinx SPARTAN XC35400 which contains the TDC logic and the interface logic to the COPPER base board. The specifications of this TDC are following: 16 input channels per module, LSB is 1ns, time resolution is 0.65ns and the depth of the hit buffer is 1024 hits for every channel. When all channels receives 160 hits, this TDC will issue about 60 $\mu$sec dead-time. This is negligibly short in the case of $\mu$SR experiments the J-PARC. The linearity of this TDC is shown in Fig.3.

4.3. New TDC applicability

We tested this new COPPER-TDC with ARGUS in 2007 and 2008. Fig.4 is the observed time spec-

trum from the Ag plate in 500G magnetic field.

In this test, The beam intensity was three-fold higher than that of 2006 winter and the maximum multiplicity reached 34 hits per channel. But the buffer depth of the new TDC, 1024 hits per channel is enough for that condition.

5. Integration with the slow control system

5.1. DAQ middleware

Experiments in the J-PARC MLF must be controlled from the "Working Desktop" [6] that is the user interface framework to control the DAQ system, the analyzer system and the environment such as the
temperature, the pressure and the beam collimator. The cooperation of the Working Desktop is essential to the automation of the run control. Most of the components are already implemented and used in the neutron experiments in the J-PARC.

The DAQ middleware [7] is used for the whole operation of the DAQ system. An unit of this middleware consists of Gatherer, Dispatcher, Logger and Monitor. The Working Desktop can handle multiple units of these middleware via DAQ operators connected to each unit.

The performance of the DAQ middleware is confirmed to up to 20MB/s per unit. If the spectrometer requires more higher throughput, multiple units are necessary.

![Component related to the DAQ system.](image)

**Fig. 5.** Components related to the DAQ system. An unit of the DAQ middleware collects data from multiple inputs and send it to the storage. The user controls the run via the working desktop and confirm the status of the run from the output of the monitor. The working desktop can manage multiple units of the DAQ middleware.

5.2. Modification for $\mu$SR experiments

The DAQ middleware is originally developed for neutron experiments in the J-PARC and lacks an essential function for $\mu$SR, that is the way to monitor the correlation of different frontends.

$\mu$SR experiments must measure the asymmetry of time spectrums from $\mu$-e decays. To minimize the distortion of the time spectrum, all events contains missing hits must be excluded. When $N_A$ and $N_B$ are total number of hits from channels grouped A, B respectively, the amplitude of the asymmetry is defined as

$$Asym = \frac{N_A - N_B}{N_A + N_B}$$

If $N_A$ is larger than $N_B$ but $N_A$ misses some hits, the $Asym$ is smaller than the expected. To prevent this problem, we have to exclude events that contain missing hits. To eliminate such events, an event data must contain all hits from all channels. But the original DAQ middleware works as following: collect data that contains multiple events from the first frontend, send it to the Dispatcher, collect data from the second frontend, send it to the Dispatcher and so on. The number of events in the single data transmission is not constant. We have to rewrite them to collect process the data in event-by-event.

The asymmetry histogram is calculated from two group histograms. As the direction of the magnetic field in $\mu$SR experiments in J-PARC is various and the monitor must be able to change the grouping dynamically. We prepared the channel selector using the ROOT toolkit (Fig.6). When the Monitor receives the data from the Dispatcher, it has and updates histograms for every channel after excluding events that miss several hits. The channel selector continuously displays the sum of histograms of chosen channels. The displayed histogram is always continuously updated.

![Screenshot of the dynamic channel selector.](image)

**Fig. 6.** Screenshot of the dynamic channel selector. User can choose channels to be treated as a group. The summed histogram of the channel group is always displayed and continuously during the run.

6. Summary

From September 2008, MUSE will be in operation and we have developed a pipelined DAQ system for $\mu$SR experiments for that. At the beginning of MUSE, the beam intensity is not so high and we will reuse the spectrometer which was used in the KEK-MSL. Our first spectrometer consists of 256 scintillators and the first DAQ system for this spec-
trometer consists of uses two COPPER-TDCs and one DAQ middleware unit.
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